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Vinnie and Abraham 2009-07-10 chronicles the life of vinnie ream her apprenticeship as a
sculptor and how after abraham lincoln s assassination she fights prejudice for the honor of
sculpting the statue of lincoln in the capitol rotunda
Vinnie and Abraham 2007 the true story of vinnie ream s courage and persistence in the
service of art and in the service of a friend dust jacket front flap
Gotcha Good! 2008-07-30 this fifth gotcha book aimed at public and school librarians and
teachers discusses well reviewed and kid tested nonfiction titles for third through eighth
grade readers published in 2005 2007 with a few extra oldies but goodies added in chapters
are built around the high interest topics kids love irresistible book descriptions and book talks
guide librarians and teachers to nonfiction books kids want to read new features include
numerous booklists to copy and save similar to the bookmarks in gotcha for guys and profiles
and interviews of some innovative authors such as sally walker kathleen krull catherine
thimmesh steve jenkins ken mochizuki and others grades 3 8 this fifth gotcha book aimed at
public and school librarians as well as elementary and middle school teachers discusses well
reviewed and kid tested nonfiction titles for third through eighth grade readers published in
2005 2007 with a few extra oldies but goodies added in chapters are built around the high
interest topics kids love as the authors provide irresistible book descriptions to guide
librarians and teachers to nonfiction books kids will want to read features include numerous
booklists that can be copied and saved similar to the bookmarks in the authors gotcha for
guys as well as profiles and interviews of some innovative nonfiction authors such as sally
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walker kathleen krull catherine thimmesh steve jenkins ken mochizuki and others grades 3 8
A Sisterhood of Sculptors 2020-05-01 this project is made possible through support from
the terra foundation for american art when elizabeth cady stanton penned the declaration of
sentiments for the first women s rights convention held in seneca falls new york in 1848 she
unleashed a powerful force in american society in a sisterhood of sculptors melissa dabakis
outlines the conditions under which a group of american women artists adopted this
egalitarian view of society and negotiated the gendered terrain of artistic production at home
and abroad between 1850 and 1876 a community of talented women sought creative refuge
in rome and developed successful professional careers as sculptors some of these women
have become well known in art historical circles harriet hosmer edmonia lewis anne whitney
and vinnie ream the reputations of others have remained until now buried in the historical
record emma stebbins margaret foley sarah fisher ames and louisa lander at midcentury they
were among the first women artists to attain professional stature in the american art world
while achieving international fame in rome london and other cosmopolitan european cities in
their invention of modern womanhood they served as models for a younger generation of
women who adopted artistic careers in unprecedented numbers in the years following the
civil war at its core a sisterhood of sculptors is concerned with the gendered nature of
creativity and expatriation taking guidance from feminist theory cultural geography and
expatriate and postcolonial studies dabakis provides a detailed investigation of the historical
phenomenon of women s artistic lives in rome in the mid nineteenth century as an
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interdisciplinary examination of femininity and creativity it provides models for viewing and
interpreting nineteenth century sculpture and for analyzing the gendered status of the
artistic profession
Standing Soldiers, Kneeling Slaves 1997 the united states originated as a slave society
holding millions of africans and their descendants in bondage and remained so until a civil
war took the lives of a half million soldiers some once slaves themselves historian kirk savage
explores how that history of slavery and its violent end was recognized in public specifically
in the sculptural monuments that dominated streets parks and town squares in 19th century
america 67 photos
Activities for Elementary School Social Studies 2010-04-09 according to piaget all
higher order thinking skills have their bases in activities involving concrete manipulation and
observation the third edition of this highly regarded collection of social studies activities
continues to be based on the premise that children learn best through experiences and
activities learning by doing it features new activities for each social studies category
geography history anthropology sociology economics political science and interdisciplinary
three important new additions to the key elements of the easy to follow activity format make
it easier for instructors to meet standards based curriculum requirements a detailed
treatment of national council of social studies standards addressed specific multiple
intelligences addressed also reinforced by a multiple intelligences section in the back of the
book and useful site s for group individual research urls for sites that will expand or enrich
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the learning experience for the activity by engaging pupils in meaningful worthwhile social
studies activities instructors can emphasize the processes of learning rather than the
products resulting in a richly rewarding experience for pupils and teacher alike
Statues of Abraham Lincoln 1869 she was able through clever maneuvering and dogged
determination to achieve a commission from the congress for a life sized statue of the
assassinated president this despite the very real animus against women artists at that time
which is apparent in the heated arguments against granting her the lincoln commission
arguments spearheaded in the senate by charles sumner of massachusetts steeped in the
history of her time vinnie ream was involved with dozens of senators and congressmen and
other powerful men not least of all generals sherman and custer and her studio on capitol hill
became a legendary stopping place for many admirers and tourists her statue of lincoln
stands in the rotunda of the capitol building her statue of admiral farragut stands in a
washington d c park other works are in statuary hall and various museums this is an
engaging biography of a spirited female artist and an effective portrait of washington d c in
the civil war era
Vinnie Ream 2009-06-01 a collection of original essays by ten eminent historians that explore
religion education middle class family life the antislavery movement politics and law in lincoln
s america
Lincoln's America 2016-12-21 excerpt from statues of abraham lincoln vinnie ream her
statue the west has been present ed to her native state of wisconsin and is now in the state
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capitol at madison about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page
may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works
Statues of Abraham Lincoln 2018-03-22 reproduction of the original charles sumner his
complete works volume 14 by lee and shepard
Charles Sumner; his complete works, volume 14 2020-08-14 this may be the most
exhilarating and revelatory history of our country it is must reading for today s youth as well
as their elders studs terkel from the boys who sailed with columbus to today s young activists
this unique book brings to life the contributions of young people throughout american history
based on primary sources and including 160 authentic images this handsome oversized
volume highlights the fascinating stories of more than 70 young people from diverse cultures
young readers will be hooked into history as they meet individuals their own age who were
caught up in our country s most dramatic moments olaudah equiano kidnapped from his
village in western africa and forced into slavery anyokah who helped her father create a
written cherokee language johnny clem the nine year old drummer boy who became a civil
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war hero and jessica govea a teenager who risked joining cesar chavez s fight for a better life
for farmworkers throughout philip hoose s own lively knowledgeable voice provides a rich
historical context making this not only a great reference but a great read the first u s history
book of this scope to focus on the role young people have played in the making of our
country its compelling stories combine to tell our larger national story one that prompts
howard zinn author of a people s history of the united states to comment this is an
extraordinary book wonderfully readable inspiring to young and old alike and unique we were
there too is a 2001 national book award finalist for young people s literature
We Were There, Too! 2001-08-08 are you a thief no what if there was money lots of it stolen
cash loot you get the idea but lost by the thieves who stole it in the first place the real
thieves the ones with the firearms there it is right there in front of you would it make you
wonder it sure makes steve hornby wonder a once was librarian now trying to make ends
meet as a security guard he s the misfit on the security crew and he s the guy on the spot
when it all happens nerd cynic and despondent coward he s not the man for this thief capper
or is he after a lifetime of consummate failure steve s perfected the fine art of the sincere
untruth the insincere apology and the dodgy silence then again committing a crime is one
thing getting away with it is much more dangerous thieves a comedy of crime and
conscience and cash
Thieves 2014-05-08 brooks brothers crafted abraham lincoln s greatcoat in honor of the
president s second inauguration the coat s wool was finer than cashmere its quilted silk lining
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bore an embroidered banner that read one country one destiny lincoln wore the garment
when he was assassinated on april 14 1865 after his death mrs lincoln gave the greatcoat to
a faithful doorkeeper the coat was returned to ford s theatre more than a century after her
bequest but not before it underwent a mysterious journey this book recounts that journey as
a reminder of the 16th president and his call to bind up wounds and care for others
Lincoln's Greatcoat 2019-04-22 this science fiction book took me over twenty years to do
this book never had a beginning and it really had no purpose it was a dream that i had and i
just wrote it down it was years later when i went on facebook and being very outspoken said
a few things that were on my mind and i should have kept my big mouth shut and for that i
hurt a girl who i believed i kiss in first grade when i went to my class reunion i saw a person
and she said she was nobody and she looked straight in my face maybe she wasnt or maybe
she was the one it was in the next class reunion when i asked a classmate if this person was
there i only gave the first name because i did not know the last name she gave the name and
i was in tears i did my research and i found the one i made an apology to her and she might
have said it was worth two cents and a crinkle piece of paper so i made my story science
fiction non fiction romance fantasy and humor i included all when i talked about this girl in
the beginning i made a promise to her that i will not say or make any words to reflect her
name on my facebook page nor will i do it here i dont want to put a strain on her marriage
the second book it might not talk about the girl but the third or the last book i dont know yet
if it will be about her i hope i can change the ending either way with the ending it wont be
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what you expect but i gave a little clue in the end of this book the second book does not say
It Finally Happened 2015-07-28 who are the girls that helped build america conventional
history books shed little light on the influence and impact of girls contributions to society and
culture this oversight is challenged by girl museum and their team who give voices to the
most neglected yet profoundly impactful historical narratives of american history young girls
exploring american girls history through 50 historic treasures showcases girls and their
experiences through the lens of place and material culture discover how the objects and sites
that girls left behind tell stories about america that you have never heard before readers will
journey from the first peoples who called the continent home to 21st century struggles for
civil rights becoming immersed in stories that show how the local impacts the global and vice
versa as told by the girls who built america their stories dreams struggles and triumphs are
the centerpiece of the nation s story as never before helping to define both the struggle and
meaning of being american this full color book is a must read for those who yearn for more
balanced representation in historic narratives as well as an inspiration to young people
showing them that everyone makes history it includes color photographs of all the treasured
objects explored
Exploring American Girlhood through 50 Historic Treasures 2021-05-07 more than
140 entries in this book depict events which have had lasting national significance in opening
opportunities in the struggle for equal civil rights and opportunities for women the impact of
many of the included events was initially felt on a local level but in time it created
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repercussions that spread across the country these stories show women assuming roles of
providers and heads of households and their leadership exerted in and outside the home
would often manifest in the community at large and in turn in the nation and in the world the
book is divided into four parts onethe seeds are planted two19th centurythe movement takes
root three20th centuryreaching for the sunlight four21st centurycoming into full bloom the
book begins with anne hutchinson and mary dyer and ends with condoleezza rice nan
The American Women's Rights Movement 2009 a review of the precedents from 1936
through the 100th congress earlier precedents are hinds precedents 1907 1908 and cannon s
precedents 1935 1941
Deschler's Precedents of the United States House of Representatives 1977 the most
personal and revealing spenser thriller of all pastime is an electrifying masterpiece of crime
fiction a startling game of memory desire and danger that forces spenser to face his own past
ten years ago he saved a teenage boy from a father s rage now on the brink of manhood
when paul giacomin seeks answers to his mother s sudden disappearance spenser is the only
man he can turn to witty wonderful fun cosmopolitan paul s missing mother patty has
become involved with the mob and disappeared under mysterious circumstances but what
starts as a routine search has unusual consequences for if he is to find patty in time spenser
must delve into his own past and search his own soul in a wise and witty tour de force robert
b parker brings back the unforgettable characters of his classic early autumn one of the
boston pi s most personal resonant cases kirkus
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Instructor 2006 this book tells the stories behind the many district of columbia statues that
honor participants in the civil war organized geographically for easy use on walking or driving
tours the entries list the subject and title of each memorial along with its sculptor medium
date and location 92 photos
Pastime (A Spenser Mystery) 2013-09-12 thanks to john f kennedy s profiles in courage most
twenty first century americans who remember edmund g ross 1826 1907 know only that he
cast an important vote as a u s senator from kansas that prevented the conviction of
president andrew johnson of high crimes and misdemeanors allowing johnson to stay in office
but ross was also a significant abolitionist journalist union officer and eventually territorial
governor of new mexico this first full scale biography of ross reveals his importance in the
history of the united states ross s life reveals a great deal about who we were as americans
in the second half of the nineteenth century he was involved in the abolitionist movement as
both a journalist and a participant as well as in the struggle to bring kansas into the union as
a free state his career also involved him in the expansion of railroads west of the mississippi
the civil war reconstruction and the impeachment of andrew johnson the gilded age with its
greedy politicians and businessmen and the expansion of the united states into the
southwest in short ross s career represents the changes that the whole country experienced
in the course of his lifetime moreover ross was an interesting character resolute and
consistent in his beliefs who often paid a price for his integrity
The Works ... 1874 this is a lonely town you can die of loneliness jack martin is a struggling
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screenwriter living in a seedy l a hotel stumbling across the body of a young woman at the
foot of the hollywood sign he becomes a murder suspect but when his alibi checks out and
the lapd drop the case he decides to investigate her story himself his search takes him deep
into the underbelly of hollywood a desert in mexico and the early days of silent movies the
hollywood sign girl paints a darkly humorous picture of guilt alcoholism and failed dreams the
story of a writer s compulsion to solve a real life crime and exploit it as fiction jack martin is a
striking addition to the crime genre
The Works of Charles Sumner: 1865-1866 1876 a fictionalized account of the washington
d c civil war years experienced by vinnie ream the sculptress best known for the statue of
abraham lincoln that is in the capitol building
Testament to Union 1998-10-13 publishers weekly called craig parshall s trial by ordeal an
enjoyable romp for legal thriller aficionados now parshall takes his readers to the nation s
capital where a hitherto unknown document has turned up and turned into murder as the
smithsonian s president examines a newly discovered account of abraham lincoln s
assassination an intruder steals in kills him and disappears into the night with the document
vinnie archmont an accomplished and stunningly beautiful artist is implicated she hires the
brilliant but secretly guilt burdened criminal law professor j d blackstone blackstone finds
himself uncovering the mystic freemasons most guarded secret he reluctantly turns to his
uncle a bible quoting anglican priest and occult religions expert enemies like a sorcery
obsessed billionaire english lord a powerful u s senator and a ruthless prosecutor force
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blackstone to employ all his cunning in the process he is compelled to choose between
spiritual counterfeit and gospel truth guilt and forgiveness destruction and a new beginning
Edmund G. Ross 2013-11-01 the pastor of st vincent church in akron ohio shares fanciful
conversations with the stray puppy vinnie that he takes in a quick learner vinnie soon learns
the duties of a church dog and enjoys all the attention given to him as such practical life
The Hollywood Sign Girl 2012-06-21 this book profiles well known artists and architects as
well as lesser known off beat characters
Letters from Vinnie 1999 a young girl of seventeen is the sculptress for the marble statue of
abraham lincoln that stands in the capitol this is the story of her success
The Rose Conspiracy 2009-01-15 the true story of kate warne and the other women who
served as pinkertons fulfilling the adage well behaved women seldom make history most
students of the old west and american law enforcement history know the story of the
notorious and ruthless pinkerton detective agency and the legends behind their role in
establishing the secret service and tangling with old west outlaws but the true story of kate
warne an operative of the pinkerton agency and the first woman detective in america and the
stories of the other women who served their country as part of the storied crew of crime
fighters are not well known for the first time the stories of these intrepid women are collected
here and richly illustrated throughout with numerous historical photographs from kate warne
s probable affair with allan pinkerton and her part in saving the life of abraham lincoln in
1861 to the lives and careers of the other women who broke out of the cult of true
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womanhood in pursuit of justice these true stories add another dimension to our
understanding of american history
Vinnie Ream 1908 issued in 1952 under title compilation of works of art in the united states
capitol
Vinnie Here 2008 in 1875 anne whitney traveled to florence italy to select the marble for a
statue of samuel adams commissioned for the u s capitol that summer in a small village
outside paris she noticed a woman who worked as a model for the local sculptors not the
typical artists model the woman was quite old and would often drowse while sitting for them
her kerchiefed head fallen forward in sleep later when whitney returned to america she
brought with her not only the completed statue for her respectable commission but the far
less conventional le modèle a deeply human image of the old woman created at a time when
such subjects as the old and the poor were rarely given attention whitney s sculpture is
highly innovative for its day charlotte streifer rubinstein s american women sculptors a
history of women working in three dimensions chronicles the lives and works of hundreds of
women such as anne whitney telling of their public successes their private sensibilities and
visions their unique contributions to their chosen art form as women and as individuals rich in
anecdote and analysis the book brings to life their personal stories and the times they lived in
to create an intimate yet wide reaching portrait it is the first comprehensive survey of the
american woman s generous contribution to the sculpted form from small garden bronzes
and portrait busts to large scale equestrian monuments and war memorials the works of
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american women sculptors stand in parks plazas and public buildings across the country
often struggling to overcome the persistent obstacle of sexism and for women of color racism
these women took part in every significant art movement of their time they were
neoclassicists who worked in marble in rome modernists who brought cubism and abstract
sculpture to the united states leaders among the artists of the harlem renaissance and
abstract expressionists minimalists and installation artists yet despite this continuous history
of achievement their stories have gone largely untold their contributions often unrecognized
as rubenstein writes in her introduction how many of the thousands who pass bethesda
fountain in central park know that it was created by a woman rubenstein takes as her starting
point in this history the expressive masks basketry and ceramics of pre colonial native
american women rarely included in traditional art surveys following are patience wright
considered by many to be america s first professional sculptor the women sculptors of the
gilded age whose creativity flourished under the influence of the suffrage movement the
women who worked for the federal art project during the depression among the founding
members of the sculptor s guild and such important abstract sculptors as louise nevelson and
louise bourgeois the author concludes with the contributions of such young contemporary
sculptors as maya lin whose vietnam veterans memorial wall has become one of the country
s landmarks both major and lesser known artists are included and the more conventional
definitions of sculpture expanded to consider artists working in a variety of three dimensional
forms rubinstein discusses the works of weavers potters furniture carvers and even
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performance artists acknowledging the enormous influence women have had in these
endeavors throughout the book rubinstein illuminates the works themselves and the artists
techniques with detailed description and commentary while the text is complemented by
more than 300 illustrations american women sculptors will be valued for the author s
meticulous research and enjoyed for her appreciation of storytelling it celebrates a rich lively
history
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